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12-ish attendees
 Land acknowledgement and Respect Guidelines
 Introductions: Names, pronouns
 Cookies to decorate!

Amatonormativity==> Putting hereto normative romantic relationships as the most important 
relationship for everyone.  The relationship to strive for and to put above all others.

Basic examples
• Friends get in romantic relationships and then have less time for you
• Are you “interested” in this person? Or this person?
• The idea that you can’t be happy if your single and not in a romantic relationship
• The idea that weddings are the most important day in your life, especially for women

◦ Couples dances at weddings
• The ‘Plus one’ option on wedding / other invitations
• Even the fact that we have weddings in general and government perks
• The word ‘Relationship’ can be shorthand for romantic and sexual relationship

◦ We’re in a relationship with Ace Toronto! (the word means so much more!)

Valentines Day as an example of amatanormativity
• We can all agree that chocolate is good
• There are options like Galentine’s Day or Palentine’s day
• The fact that someone is in a romantic relationship and someone else is not, it can feel 

like they’re rubbing it in your face
• It’s also a status thing
• Wanting people to want you in particular ways, but also not wanting it simultaneously

That ultimate romantic relationship is often seen as the endgame or the main life goal
• People see things like working out as a way to attract somebody instead of just for 

health
• Women are told not to be too smart or too tomboy
• Those romantic relationships are also just more accessible to some people than others
• It can be hard to express yourself platonically without someone thinking you want them 

romantically 
◦ That’s the default assumption; you become suspicious of compliments and it’s never 

officially stated whether or not someone is romantically interested in you
• There are so many unspoken rules

◦ There’s a lot of plausible deniability and subtext in courting and dating
◦ You apparently can’t be too forward
◦ It’s all a big game and not everyone’s clear on the rules
◦ It also makes you feel bad for unknowingly putting someone through unrequited love

• The ‘Nice guy’ trope (‘Nice girls’ too)
• Women are the reward in a lot of our stories, like in movies
• We structure our entire lives and families around romance
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• It’s expected in movies and TV and in pretty much all the stories we tell and the songs 
we sing

• You have to prove a marriage is “real” for immigration purposes (and sexless marriages 
are legal generally but don't count for immigration purposes)

• Valentines Day can be a kind of training for kids in school that this is what they can strive
for

• Kids talk about crushes but are also grossed out by them
• Single parents aren’t celebrated, and non heteronormative parents or multiple parents 

aren’t celebrated much either
• Other cultures have other ideas
• How a couple functions is often linked to their type of relationship
• The fact that one person is supposed to be your friend, family and everything else is too 

much pressure to put on any relationship (of any kind) or individual

Will it get better?
• There used to be space for spinsters, not so much now
• We used to have more community opportunities, but not so much now
• The concept of romantic relationships and gender roles have evolved a bit

◦ But our culture is so ingrained in this it’s hard to break free
◦ If you like something you like something 

• Heteronormative is still the norm
◦ There’s also the idea of ‘acceptable’ gays, ‘one of the good ones’
◦ Being gay or lesbian etc used to be about a lot of things, but now it’s focused 

exclusively on “attraction” and who you're dating 
• Queerplatonic relationships are hard for some people to wrap their heads around

◦ Friendship can mean a lot of things too and the term ‘Friend’ may not communicate 
the right thing.

• “Ace” might mean no sex, but that may or may not be what they want to communicate 
• There’s a whole spectrum of relating to people 
• Friendships are often devalued, or is conscripted into the service of supporting romantic 

relationship, that it makes the marriage sustainable, having support from friends
◦ But it’s not allowed (or very limited) outside of that
◦ It’s not really acknowledged how important friendship is
◦ If you put friends ahead of romantic partners people think it’s weird
◦ That one person (your romantic partner) is held above all others

• A lot of people are living alone nowadays and society has had to keep up
• Community spaces do exist, and are often set around food

◦ It would be great to have a community that gathers for everyone 
• People have no choice which family they’re both into, and in our society, when someone 

needs care, either the family looks after you or you’re institutionalized 
◦ There aren’t really any options (though there could be)

• Non-Heteronormative people are looked at as undesirable in some situations
• Sexuality is one way that has been used to determine who is a person and who isn’t
• There’s been some push back in Ace communities about why it is we don’t get happy 

endings in media
• Is there enough space for all alternative kinds of people?
• Elsa (from Frozen) - lesbian? Ace? Can’t we just be diverse?
• Some straight people don’t want to get married either
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• A lot of different types of people don’t want to get married or want a traditional 
relationship 

• Solo polyamory relationships

Did heteronormativity impede your realization you were ace?
• It can be hard to catalog yourself with everyone saying heteronormative people are the 

default
• a lot of us are still figuring out what we are
• Gray romantic is one option
• There’s this idea that you can’t have problems in a romantic relationship, because being 

in a romantic relationship will solve all your problems 

What can we do?
• Do away with marriage?  
• Or at least make sure it’s not so important?  Some people do love weddings, so maybe 

don’t take it away entirely but maybe just brush aside the idea that’s it’s the most 
important day of your life

• More representation in media, not just ace and romantic but of all kinds of people


